LVMH TAKES OVER SAINT-BARTH ISLE DE FRANCE HOTEL

SAINT BARTH PUMPS UP THE VOLUME IN AUGUST
With 211 probable or confirmed cases of dengue, the epidemic of this disease that began in January in Saint Barthélemy is close to reaching the numbers of an epidemic in 2009, according to epidemiologists at the French National Institute of Health Surveillance (INVS), which has a peak of 70 cases per week. With more than 60 possible cases of dengue reported in Saint Barth during the third week of July, the level is almost the same. “The epidemic this year is of consequence but is not exceptional,” says Dr. Sylvie Cassadou, an epidemiologist from the regional office of the INVS. “Considering all of the possible cases, we are five times over the threshold of an epidemic. And this epidemic has lasted a long time, but it is not rare for an epidemic of dengue to last a year,” she adds. “And if you look at the number of people who came to the emergency room, those that were hospitalized, and the number of severe cases, then the severity is not exceptional either.” After a peak in April, the number of cases hospitalized has been two per week on average, with a total of 15 people hospitalized since the month of January. In their most recent bulletin, the INVS indicates “the epidemic has intensified in a regular and moderate fashion since late June.” This augmentation has been progressive since the beginning of the year,” adds Cassadou. The principal cause (75%) is the DENV-4 virus, which has not been seen in quite some time in Saint Barthélemy, according to the INVS.

**How To Stop The Epidemic**

For specialists in disease control, the best way to stop an epidemic of dengue is to prevent it from starting. “Once it is underway, all you can do is control its amplitude,” argues Dr. Sylvie Cassadou. Control methods remain the same: destroy any breeding grounds for mosquitoes and eliminate any stagnant water around the house. "For the Aedes mosquito, the carrier of the virus, is a domestic mosquito. It needs man to live," she says. "But the most important thing during an outbreak is to take personal protective measures by using repellents and wearing long clothing as much as possible. And especially keeping anyone sick with dengue under a mosquito net. So that they do not spread the virus themselves: A mosquito that bites them can then contaminate everyone around them,” reminds Cassadou.
Diamond Genesis is pleased to present an exceptional collection of POMELLATO JEWELRY

**FRIDAY AUGUST 9, 6:30pm to 9pm,**
during the Champagne Lounge at **Hotel St Barth Isle de France**
Turtles emerge in Anse des Cayes

When a turtle comes out of its shell, it is not hatching but “emerging,” as was observed on July 16 for sea turtles in Anse des Cayes. Since June, it has been time for hawksbill and green sea turtles to lay their eggs, a period that lasts through November. In Saint Barth, there is an observation network comprising guards from the Réserve Naturelle and volunteers, which reports the emergence of baby turtles on the island’s beaches. “The turtles lay their eggs at the highest points of the beach, but certain nests are found close to hotels, to the surprise of the employees,” says Julien Le Quellec, chief guard of the Réserve. The observations allow a better evaluation of the sea turtle population, which are endangered and protected, and since “the rate of survival is only one egg in a thousand that reaches the age of an adult turtle,” Le Quellec adds. “Some die, but there are also predators and human activities that cause this low rate of survival.” Among predators, there are “dogs that disturb the nests,” so the Réserve reminds us that dogs are prohibited on the island’s beaches and ask everyone to respect the law.

The Réserve has a special number in place to call if you see baby turtles emerging (06 90 31 70 73) or if you want to be part of the observation network. And you can send photos to managernaturestbarth@gmail.com

F.D.
Twin cities since 1978, Saint Barth and the Swedish city of Pitea are celebrating the 30th anniversary of their association. On this occasion, and to more generally celebrate their ongoing friendship, a delegation from Saint Barth left for Sweden on Monday, August 5. First stop Stockholm, then Pitea. The delegation comprises members of the Saint Barth Friends of Sweden Association (ASBAS), as well as representatives of the Collectivity: Micheline Jacques, president of the territorial council’s cultural commission, who is making her first trip to Scandinavia; Nils Dufau, who wears two hats, as president of ASBAS and vice president of the Collectivity. This is the first time in three years that Saint Barthélemy has not sent a delegation to Sweden, and the last time a group from Pitea came to Saint Barth was in 2011. “These exchanges are important,” feels Dufau. “So that these relationships don’t weaken, you need to have human contact, especially through sports and culture.”

In Stockholm, the representatives of Saint Barthélemy met with members of the Friends of Saint Barth in Sweden Association, Sallskapet, which played a major role in improving the links between Saint Barthélemy and its former mother country. “Even before the twinning with Pitea,” recalls Dufau. “This association will celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2014. For that anniversary, we are expecting a large group from Sweden in Saint Barthélemy for Pitea Day next year,” he adds. Another meeting planned in Stockholm is with Per Tingbrand, author of several historic books about Saint Barthélemy during the Swedish era. After which the delegation from Saint-Barth will head north to Pitea, a small fishing port on the Baltic coast. Where, on August 17 & 18, they will take part in the city’s celebration of its twin city, Saint Barth, the equivalent of Pitea Day held in Saint Barth in November with the Gustavialoppet. This event will be celebrated in Sweden as in Saint Barth with sailing regattas and other festivities.
A dramatic turn of events on the hotel scene in Saint Barth! With the announcement on Wednesday, July 31, from the Hotel Management division of LVMH, confirming their purchase of the Saint Barth Isle de France. Bernard Arnaud’s luxury group has bought the totality of the shares of this hotel on Flamands Beach, the majority of which had been held by AJ Capital Partners. This purchase was right under the nose of the Oetker Group, which became a minority shareholder last August, and had signed 15-year management contract with the other owners, AJ Capital Partners and Charles and Mandie Vere Nicoll. Didier Le Calvez, representative of the Oetker Group, confirmed in an interview three weeks ago with The Saint-Barth Weekly, to be “very satisfied to be in Saint Barthélemy.” Today, he is naturally “very disappointed.”

Last December, LVMH had approached AJ Capital Partners and the Anglican vicar/hotelier Charles Vere Nicoll. Yet it was just in June, just over a month or so ago, that the Oetker Group was made aware of the offer made by LVMH. If the sale price remains secret, Le Calvez notes that Oetker made an equivalent offer to AJ Capital Partners and Vere Nicoll to buy the hotel. Three weeks ago, Le Calvez still had hope, but it was apparently too late as the offer from LVMH had advanced. Losing the management contract for the hotel, Oetker also sold its shares in the Isle de France to LVMH. “We were compensated financially for our contract that was to last 15 years,” indicates encore Le Calvez. “We have no issues with LVMH,” he adds.

By adding the five-star Saint Barth Isle de France, with its 39 rooms, suites, and villas, LVMH, via its Hotel Management division, confirm its ambitions in the luxury hotel sector (see inset). Bernard Arnault’s group had expressed interest in a hotel in Saint Barthélemy, but the rumors pointed in other directions. Olivier Lefebvre, head of hotel activities and Eric Boonestoppel, director of operations for LVMH Hotel Management, are expected in Saint Barth.
5TH EDITION OF THE ST BARTH FAMILY FESTIVAL
PARTY TIME AT CAROLE’S PLACES

For its 5th edition, the St Barth Family Festival sets up shop August 2-14 in Carole Gruson’s three venues: Ti St Barth, Yacht Club, and Le First. The queen of the night in Saint Barth, Gruson has programmed legendary themed cabaret evenings at Le Ti, on Wednesdays and Thursdays “Dinner Cabaret Makes The Show,” and on Fridays “Pin Up Makes Your Show,” with free champagne for the girls. Saturday, August 10, “Plastic Boots” party; Tuesday, August 13, “Circus Cabaret;” Saturday, August 17, the famous “White Party,” dress code white; Tuesday, August 20, “Cinema Cabaret;” and to close the festivities on Saturday, August 24, “The Sound of Saint Barth,” with the rhythms of a compilation created by DJ Frank N, master of the dance floor.

At Le First, it’s live music. Starting on August 7 with concerts by artists in residence, four nights per week, Wednesday through Saturday. Highlights include Bruno Cheno & Friends: Manu Lanvin, Sébastien Moreau, Shob, and Manu Martin. On Sunday evenings, surprise guests. And Thursday, August 15, a special Ladies First concert with free champagne for the ladies. Closing Party, August 22.

Over at Yacht Club, as of 10:30pm, it’s time for the masters of the turntables to raise the temperature on the dance floor, with DJ Willer, DJ K-Rism, DJ Franck-H, DJ Outkast, DJ Getdown, and Jeremy M.

Dashy Villa
Lurin, St Barth
3 bedrooms

RENTAL: Villa Dashy is a 3-bedroom, 3-bath contemporary-style residence located at the top of Gouverneur. Dashy is only a few minutes from Gouverneur Beach, restaurants, shops, and Gustavia. The villa has a large living room, equipped with home cinema, large white sofas, and a gourmet kitchen. Each bedroom offers views of the ocean, and is furnished with a queen-size bed, air-conditioning, Wi-Fi, TV, US satellite, DVD, bathroom with shower. For additional information contact your rental agency.
Stolen Images, Island Paparazzi
Eden Rock Gallery hosts American artist Graham Day Guerra with an exhibit of portraits taken from paparazzi images

The month of August kicks off with an exhibit by Graham Day Guerra at Eden Rock Gallery, marking the young American artist’s third visit to Saint Barth’s Eden Rock Hotel. A graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) with an MFA from Yale University School of Art, the New York City-based Guerra has collaborated with such figures of contemporary art as Tom Sachs and Matthew Barney on the film series The Cremaster. As artist-in-residence at the Eden Rock in July 2012, Guerra presented a show titled Pairidaeza “a Persian garden”—the Persian word that is the basis for “paradise,” with a series of diptyches focusing on the natural beauty of the island’s landscapes with images printed on silver plates based on postcards from the 70s and 80s. “In Saint Barth there was a true vision of paradise,” quips the artist.

This time the inspiration for his exhibit, “You Gave Me Mud And I Have Turned It To Gold,” (a phrase taken from French poet Baudelaire) is based on the island’s celebrity culture with images taken by paparazzi and posted to celebrity gossip websites (TMZ, Gawker, OMG! and the like). “If someone goes online to look for images of Saint Barth, these are what you find first,” says Guerra. You see rapper Jay-Z snapping a photo of Beyoncé on the beach. Lindsay Lohan trying on a new swimsuit at Louis Vuitton, or Jessica Alba adjusting the top of her bikini. Images stolen with a telephoto lens that the artist has blown up used a traditional portrait medium (encaustic) to preserve them and give them a nuanced and corporeal surface, with an eye to pop art.

“You Gave Me Mud And I Have Turned It To Gold,” Graham Guerra, Eden Rock Gallery. Opening reception Thursday, August 8, 6pm. The exhibit runs through August 23.
STBART SUMMER SESSIONS

Stefan Biniak - Eleanor Dubinsky - Eitch - Ryan Faraday
Josh Fobare - Liz Fohl - Greta Karen - Project K-Paz
Adam Lasher - Bob Moses - Veronica Nunes & Ricardo Vogt
Florian Paetzold - Aberto Pra Balanco - Paul Randolph
-The Stereo Lights - Robb Tito - Andy Vargas

AUGUST 3-15
2013


L'abus d'alcool est dangereux pour la santé, à consommer avec modération
Samedi 2 août
6PM > ABERTO PRA BANCO
AT DO BRAZIL
7PM > OPENING PARTY
PROJECT K-PAZ
AT LA PLACE

Dimanche 3 août
6.30PM > RYAN FARADAY
AT LE GUANAHANI
8PM > EITCH
AT LE BONITO
9PM > ABERTO PRA BANCO
AT LA PLACE

Lundi 5 août
7PM > ABERTO PRA BANCO
AT WALL HOUSE
8.30PM > RYAN FARADAY
AT LE BONITO
9PM > EITCH
AT LA PLACE

Mardi 6 août
7PM > LIZ FOHL
AT LE CARRE
8PM > ABERTO PRA BANCO
AT LE CHRISTOPHER
9PM > RYAN FARADAY
AT LA PLACE

Mercredi 7 août
6PM > RYAN FARADAY
AT LE CARL GUSTAF
8PM > ABERTO PRA BANCO
AT EDDYS
9PM > LIZ FOHL
AT LA PLACE

Jeudi 8 août
6PM > RYAN FARADAY
AT L'ISLE DE FRANCE
7PM > LIZ FOHL
AT LE TOINY
7.30PM > GRET A KAREN
AT EDEN ROCK
9PM > THE STEREO LIGHTS
AT LA PLACE

Vendredi 9 août
6PM > GRET A KAREN
AT LE CARL GUSTAF
7PM > ADAM LASHER
AT LE CARRE
9PM > LIZ FOHL
AT LE GUANAHANI
8PM > STEFAN BINIAK
AT LA PLACE
ST BARTH ROCKS!

SUMMER SESSIONS

AUGUST 3-15
2013

13 DAYS OF MUSIC!
40 CONCERTS
IN 17 DIFFERENT VENUES!

ST BARTH ROCKS ORGANIZE
THE ST BARTH SUMMER SESSIONS
WE WILL CELEBRATE THIS YEAR
THE 5TH EDITION OF THIS
ELECTRO ACOUSTIC FESTIVAL
IN THE SUMMER
ST BARTH ROCKS!

ALIZE FOOD – AMC – ANTILLEAN LIQUORS – BERTAUD BELIEU – CHARLES HEIDSIECK – LE CHRISTOPHER
CORONA – ETS HIPPOLYTE LEDEE – EMAUDE PLACE – EUROGOURMET – FOODLAND – FREE IN ST BARTH –
VILLAGE ST JEAN – ST BARTH WEEKLY – WIMCO

TEQUILA PATRON
ULTIMAT
BERTAUD BELIEU
CORONA EXTRA
CHAMPAGNE PIPER HEIDSIECK
CHAMPAGNE CHARLES HEIDSIECK
MOUNT GAY
Est 1703 Barbados
“WHAT IS ON YOUR PLATE HAS TO MAKE SENSE”

Sylvain Révélant is the new chef at Le Toiny Hotel’s Le Gaïac restaurant, with Marie Hue as pastry chef.

I think about it a lot. I am very open but what is on your plate has to make sense. I will not put ten flavors in one dish, as I like people to know what they are eating. In Saint Barth, you need freshness and a sense of lightness to the food. And I like that which is crisp, I like to play with acidity, and I am using lettuces and herbs from the organic greenhouses at the hotel.

How do you define your new role and responsibility as chef at Le Gaïac?

Of course a chef should know how to do everything in the kitchen. I am also aware that the chef must know how to manage the staff and keep them dynamic. I learned that in the role of sous-chef at Hélène Darroze and Edouard Loubet. The chef must serve as an example, be present in the kitchen but also be able to step back. The chef also manages the ordering, and looks for new ingredients to add to the menu, all of which takes time. That is why the chef needs a serious team—one that is energetic and works well together.

You came to the island with your girlfriend, Marie Hue, who also worked with you Hélène Darroze in London. Now she is the pastry chef at Le Gaïac...

Marie as also had a “starred” career, having worked at two-star restaurants in London and Lyon. She has carte blanche, even though we discuss things together. She also hopes to work with as many local products as possible, yet putting an accent on lightness. Among the new things are a chocolate-coconut combination and a passion fruit tart with spice sauce. Marie also has a weakness for homemade desserts such as cookies, cupcakes, and cheesecakes, ideal for the Sunday brunch.

Meet Sylvain Révélant:

At the age of 32, Sylvain Révélant already has a star-spangled résumé, having spent the last four years as sous-chef at the two-star Michelin restaurant, Hélène Darroze in London. Prior to that he was sous-chef at Edouard Loubet’s gourmet restaurant La Bastide de Cape-longue, in the heart of Provence, also a two-star winner. He has also worked in the kitchens at the Relais & Châteaux hotel, Mas des Herbes Blanches (one-star), in the Luberon, as well as at La Cote St-Jacques, a Relais & Châteaux hotel near Paris (three stars in the Michelin guide). Révélant earned his Pro Cuisine diploma at Lycée Jean Monnet in Puy-en-Velay, in Haute-Loire, and his BEP-CAP Cuisine at Lycée Abel Boisselier in Cusset in Auvergne. At Le Gaïac, Révélant has replaced chef Stéphane Mazières, who has set sail for other horizons.

Does a new chef mean a new menu? What are the innovations on the menu at Le Gaïac?

Sylvain Révélant: Of course I am here to suggest something new. As a result I have redone almost the entire menu. If some of the items are the same, then the presentation, the sauces, and the accompaniments are different. Among the new items are an appetizer of beet gazpacho with mustard cream, or a terrine of foie gras and smoked bonito with pineapple-passion fruit condiment. For main courses, turbot quinoa with candied fennel and coconut sauce, or a back of suckling pig with roast chickpeas, broad beans, and stewed tomatoes. It will take some time to create a new menu with interesting pairings of appropriate ingredients.

How do you envision the gastronomical style at Le Gaïac? Will it be based on French cuisine, or an opportunity to work with more local products?

Le Toiny is a Relais & Châteaux hotel. This there is a responsibility to offer high-quality cuisine. French cuisine definitely, but using local products as much as possible: fruit such as coconut, pineapple, mango, and local limes; vegetables from giromon to cristophine; and herbs such as local thyme to bois d’Inde, and purslane. Without forgetting fish and seafood, such as mahi-mahi, wahoo, and “gros yeux,” which I think deserves to be on the menu, as well as colas, red snapper, and whatever our fisherman has to offer. I in the fall I hope to also start using shellfish such as conch.

What are the principles of your cuisine?

At the age of 32, Sylvain Révélant already has a star-spangled résumé, having spent the last four years as sous-chef at the two-star Michelin restaurant, Hélène Darroze in London. Prior to that he was sous-chef at Edouard Loubet’s gourmet restaurant La Bastide de Cape-longue, in the heart of Provence, also a two-star winner. He has also worked in the kitchens at the Relais & Châteaux hotel, Mas des Herbes Blanches (one-star), in the Luberon, as well as at La Cote St-Jacques, a Relais & Châteaux hotel near Paris (three stars in the Michelin guide). Révélant earned his Pro Cuisine diploma at Lycée Jean Monnet in Puy-en-Velay, in Haute-Loire, and his BEP-CAP Cuisine at Lycée Abel Boisselier in Cusset in Auvergne. At Le Gaïac, Révélant has replaced chef Stéphane Mazières, who has set sail for other horizons.
VILLA MARIGOT BAY
Fully renovated villa with a pool and an amazing sea view from its terrace, with two bedrooms and bathrooms, living room, fully fitted kitchen, furnished Christian Liaigre. GREAT OPPORTUNITY!

Location: Marigot
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 2
Price: 1 450 000€

APARTMENT MAHI
UNIQUE! This Triplex is located directly on the harbor of Gustavia in front of the most beautiful yachts! This two bedroom apartment will delight you with its modern, elegant and comfortable decoration.

Location: Gustavia
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 2
Price: 1 890 000€

VILLA BAY VIEW
The villa «BAY VIEW» is located on the heights of St Jean with an exceptional view over the bay and the Eden Rock hotel. Villa to renovate, with three bedrooms, two bathrooms, a living room, a terrace, all built on flat land.

Location: St Jean
Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms: 2
Price: 2 390 000€

APARTMENT WAHOOP
The apartment is located in the beautiful residence Beaulieu in Gustavia. It has two bedrooms, two bathrooms and a spacious terrace with a stunning view over the harbor. This is one of the most spacious and luxurious apartments in Gustavia.

Location: Gustavia
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 2
Price: 2 650 000€
**Special Events**

**Music**
- **Thursday August 8**
  - Special concert ladies first from 8pm @ The First
  - Live music, Drinks from 5pm, dinner from 7pm, at the Sand Bar
  - Live Music: 7:30pm @ La Voile, Manapany Hotel
  - DJ Yo One Sutter at Bonito, Gustavia
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First, Gustavia
  - Diner Club "Makes the show" with show girls @ Ti St Barth
  - Ladies First from 5pm @ First Place, Gustavia

- **Saturday August 10**
  - 6pm - Swing Party with DJ Falcon @ The First, Martinin, ASCCO, Colombier
  - Bikini Brunch, from 12pm until 5:30pm, Music by DJ Yo-One @ La Plage Restaurant, St Jean
  - Plastic Boots by Carole G. @ Ti St Barth, Pointe Milou
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First
  - DJ Yo One Sutter at Bonito, Gustavia
  - Lunch with Live Music with Robb, from 1pm @ Mango, Christophe Hôtel, Pointe Milou
  - Special concert ladies first from 8pm @ Royal Hotel
  - Ladies First from 8pm @ The First, Gustavia
  - Diner Club "Makes the show" with show girls @ Ti St Barth
  - Ladies Night @ Bagatelle
  - Acoustic guitar with Robb, from 7 to 9pm @ Isle de France, Flamands
  - Pin Up "Make Your Show" @ Ti St Barth

- **Friday August 9**
  - DJ Greg Baker (Resident Dj Nikki Beach) at Bonito
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First, Gustavia
  - Ladies Night @ Bagatelle
  - Acoustic guitar with Robb, from 7 to 9pm @ Isle de France, Flamands
  - Pin Up "Make Your Show" @ Ti St Barth

- **Sunday August 11**
  - Brunch with Robb, 11am, @ Toiny Hotel
  - Beach Lunch with DJ @ La Plage, St Jean
  - Live Music with Robb for the dinner @La Plage Restaurant, St Jean
  - Amazing Sunday "Funky Groove Party" from 1pm with DJ Greg Baker @ Nikki Beach, St Jean
  - IDA BD Brunch @ La Voile, Manapany hotel
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First, Gustavia
  - Diner Spectacle Dance performance from 8pm @ Nikki Beach, St Jean
  - Amazing Sunday "Funky Groove Party" from 1pm with DJ Greg Baker @ Nikki Beach, St Jean
  - IDA BD Brunch @ La Voile, Manapany hotel
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First, Gustavia
  - Live Music with Robb for the dinner @La Plage Restaurant, St Jean
  - Amazing Sunday "Funky Groove Party" from 1pm with DJ Greg Baker @ Nikki Beach, St Jean
  - IDA BD Brunch @ La Voile, Manapany hotel
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First, Gustavia
  - Diner Spectacle Dance performance from 8pm @ Nikki Beach, St Jean
  - Amazing Sunday "Funky Groove Party" from 1pm with DJ Greg Baker @ Nikki Beach, St Jean
  - IDA BD Brunch @ La Voile, Manapany hotel
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First, Gustavia
  - Diner Spectacle Dance performance from 8pm @ Nikki Beach, St Jean

- **Monday August 12**
  - St Barth Summer Sessions 2013
  - 8pm : Elenor Dubinsky @ La Plage
  - Monday, August 12
  - St Barth Summer Sessions 2013
  - 7.30pm : Veronica Numeris & Ricardo Vogt @ Wall House, Gustavia
  - 8:30pm : Elenor Dubinsky @ Le Guanaubahi
  - 9pm : Paul Randolph @ La Plage, St Jean

- **Thursday August 15**
  - 5pm : Bob Moses @ Le Plage
  - 6pm : Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First

- **Friday August 29th**
  - Live Music, Drinks from 5pm, dinner from 7pm, at the Sand Bar
  - Live Music: 7:30pm @ La Voile, Manapany Hotel
  - DJ Yo One Sutter at Bonito, Gustavia
  - Cheno & Friends in Live from 10pm @The First
  - Special concert ladies first from 8pm @ The First

**FÊTE AUGUSTIA**

- **- 6pm: Awards Ceremony**
  - Portuguese game tournament
  - Ture Quiz (meeting room at the Capitainerie)

- **- 3pm: Competitions Grand Cul de Fourneaux**
  - Cards
  - 8am: Tournaments Dominos, cards, dart, three-legged races, gift baskets, photography, animals to win, basketball, balloon games, candy quiz, lemon races, ring toss, Fort Boyard, anchor lifting competition.

- **- Starting at 8am: Various activities on the dock:**
  - Candy quiz, stuffed animals to win, win or lose envelopes, gift baskets...

- **- 1pm: Basketball competition**
  - (Gustavia elementary school)

- **- 7pm: PlayStation (meeting room at the Capitainerie)**
  - Dance competition in various categories (solo, duos, groups)

- **- 1pm: DJ OUTKAST**

- **Sunday August 18**
  - Starting at 8am: Various activities on the dock all day.
  - Fishing tournaments, games, pin the tail on the donkey, buckets on your head, etc.
  - Kid’s face painting, ball races, win or lose envelopes, gift baskets, photography, animals to win, basketball, balloon games, candy quiz, lemon races, ring toss, Fort Boyard, anchor lifting competition.

- **- 8am: Tournaments Dominoes, cards**
  - 11am: Tournaments Bongo (meeting room at the Capitainerie)

- **- 3pm: Competitions Grand Cul de Fourneaux**
  - (meeting room at the Capitainerie)

- **- Deep Sea Fishing Tournament and “jogo da malha” traditional Portuguese game tournament**
  - 4pm: Harlem Shake (Rue Générale de Gaulle)

- **- 5:30pm: Carnival group THE YOUNGZ**
  - 6pm: Awards Ceremony

- **- 6:50pm: Balloon launch**
  - 7pm: Events on stage: Fastest drinking of 2 liters of Coca Cola, fastest tart eating contest, soccer ball juggling, musical chairs

- **- 8pm: Dancing with DJ VINCE and DJ OUTKAST**
SEEN IN SAINT BARTH

Photos: Rosemond Gréaux

1- Baptism at the Anglican Church in Gustavia
2- Vicar Jeannie Loughrey in her final summer service at the Anglican Church
3- (from left to right): The Noelker family in Saint Barth: Phil Moy, Joan Noelker, Didi McKee Noelker, Tim Noelker, Umang Sood, Joe Noelker. Both young couples recently got engaged!
4- Marius and friends at Le Select
5- Artist Jean-Charles de Castelbajac and his muse during a painting performance at Villa Polaroid, Le Village St Barth
6- Project K-PAZ opened the 5th annual St Barth Summer Sessions at La Plage on Saturday, August 3

Procession to bless sailors and the sea as part of the summer fete in Lorient (Father Kaze in green).
Classified ads

Looking for

Property manager (Female) with over 12 years of experience, speaking French, English and Spanish is looking for property management. Serious references available upon request 0690 26 34 68 or Sevyone@hotmail.com

Real Estate

For sale, two bedroom apartment situated in a complex set above Gustavia with amazing views over the harbor and beyond to St Martin. The complex offers all of the owners a community pool and is within walking distance to restaurants, boutiques and Shell Beach making it one of the most enviable locations on the island. Offered at €1,990,000.

St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s International Realty: 0590 29 75 05

For sale, three bedroom, three bathroom villa in Petite Saline is perched on one of the highest points in St Barth. It boasts amazing views in multiple directions and offers 100% privacy as the highest house on the hillside. The villa enjoys an excellent rental history. Offered at $3,550,000.

St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s International Realty: 0590 29 75 05

For sale, this property situated on the hillside in Vitet is set in a lush tropical garden. Three bedrooms, three baths and a terrace with pool. Two additional bedrooms and one bath are located on the lower level and have a private entrance and a garden terrace. This property offers a wonderful option for those looking for comfortable year round living. Excellent potential for annual rental. Offered at €1,810,000.

St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s International Realty: 0590 29 75 05

281- Urgent : For our clients, looking for all types of lands or villas for sale in St Barths. Please contact St Barth Villa: 05 90 87 30 80. sevyone@hotmail.com

Emergency numbers

Rescue At Sea 05 90 27 57 58/ 06 90 64 08 07
Gendarmerie 05 90 27 11 70
Hospital 05 90 27 60 35
Fire dept. 18/ 05 90 27 62 31
Doctor on call 05 90 90 13 13
Pharmacy Airport 05 90 27 66 61
Gustavia 05 90 27 61 82
Saint Jean 05 90 29 02 12

Useful numbers

Tourism office 05 90 27 87 27
Harbour 05 90 27 66 97
Boat company Voyager 05 90 87 10 68
Airlines company Winair 05 90 27 61 01
SB Commuter 05 90 27 54 54
Air Caraïbes 05 90 27 71 90
American Airlines 005995452040
Taxis Gustavia 05 90 27 66 31
Saint-Jean 05 90 27 75 81
Town Hall 05 90 29 80 40
EUF (electricity company office) 05 90 29 80 81
Water system 05 90 29 60 33
Marine Reserve 06 90 31 70 73
CALYPSO
St. Barth

Le Carré D’Or, Gustavia
97133 Saint Barthélémy
10H – 19H30